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Aims
In the present paper we aim to define a strategy able to extract in accurate way
information from sea waves streaming data.
The problem derives from an applicative field:
evolving streaming data coming from multisensor system .
The proposal:
An extension of Dynamical curves clustering with free knots spline estimation
The sensitivity of the proposed method is investigated using a dataset coming from an
experimental study conducted by the Department of Hydraulic and Environmental
Engineering Girolamo Ippolito of Naples*.

*Panisi, F., Calabrese, M., Buccino M. (2006). Breaker Types and Free Waves Generation at Submerged Breakwaters in Proceeding of XXIX of
.

HYDRA’06, Roma
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Other possible applicative fields:

Video Surveillance

Scentific Researches

Vocal recognition
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Sea waves streaming data structure
The engineering problem usually consists in analyzing the role of the main breaker types, that
takes place at submerged breakwaters, in determining the characteristics of the wave profile in
protected area. Since the detection of slope change point depends from the breaker type, several
structure are considered.
A multysensor system reveals the rupture of each sea waves on the several breakwaters. The data
produced by sensors, assume the form of flows of curves evolving continuously over time.
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Overview on clustering streaming curves
In literature clustering curve datastream is usually known as time series
streameanig data clustering. It has been handled in several ways, the two major
approaches are based on:
Incrementally construct

Symbolic representations
Keogh, E., Chu, S., Hart, D., Pazzani, M.:
An Online Algorithm for Segmenting Time Series. In Proceedings
of IEEE International Conference on Data Mining. 289–296, (2001).

Rodrigues, P., Gama, J., Pedroso J. P.: Hierarchical TimeSeries Clustering for Data Streams, Proceedings of First
International Workshop on Knowledge Discovery in Data
Streams, 24 September, Pisa, Italy, (2004).

Drawbacks:
The dimensionality of the symbolic
representation is the same as the original
data, and virtually all data mining
algorithms scale poorly with
dimensionality.

These are very interesting from a computational
point of view and the system is able to exhibit
dynamic behavior, adapting to changes in timeseries, but usually the agglomeration phase does
not consider for changes in the cluster structure.
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Our proposal
Consists in furnishing a summary of the key characteristics of the data which change over
time in a fast way.
The strategy, we propose, is an updating version of Dynamical Curve Clustering
using free knots smoothing spline, performed on sliding windows of fixed size.
DSCA

Principles of the
DSCA

Representation by prototype (cluster model)
Best fitting measure between streaming curves and prototype
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The Updating Algorithm
Initialization phase:

– the optimal set of prototypes gc taking into account the data coming from the first sliding window sw are
computed,
– the curves are assigned to the cluster according the Mean square error,
– the number of curves nc in each cluster are stored in a weight vector,
– representative curves of each cluster, called microprototypes, are identified. These are identified as the
empirical maximum and minimum values of the obtained prototypal model in a cluster,
– for each cluster, the curves are assigned to their microprototypes according the Mean square error.
Updating phase:
for each sw
– the prototype are computed taking into account the stream of curves in the current sw starting from
the prototypes of the old sliding window (after a transformation in the time axis);
– allocation step: the streaming curves of the current sliding window are allocated to the clusters
according to the criterion of Euclidean distance or some variation of it;
– the number of curves nc in each cluster is updated;
– a new set of microprototypes are identified, recording the number of curves more similar to these
last ones.
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Knowledge extraction from phase:
For each sliding window, a set of prototypes and the number of curves belonging to
each cluster is outputed

For each sliding window, a set of microprototypes and the number of curves allocated
to each one is outputed as further information on the data structure

The quality partition index have is able to quantify the goodness of partition and is
such to evaluate if there are anomalies in the cluster structure.
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Principles of the
DSCA

Streaming curves

Our proposal

time
SW1

SW2

……..

1° Step of Extraxtion knoledge
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Streaming curves

Extraction knowledge

time
SW1

SW2

……..

1° Step of Extraxtion knoledge

Information Stored: prototypes and best set of knots for each cluster

Note: prototypes are elements representative of each cluster, contrary to other methods
where the center is not necessarily representative.
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The core of the method:
The Dynamical Curves Clustering Algorithm

Dynamical clustering algorithm

It is able to find a way to perform classification based
on the best fitting between the representation function
of the cluster and the allocation function to different
clusters.
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Dynamic
Dynamicclustering
clusteringalgorithm
algorithm(DCA)
(DCA)
»»nué
é
es
dynamiques
«
(
Diday,
,
1972)
nu
Diday
nuées dynamiques « (Diday, 1972)

Dynamic clustering algorithm optimizes a criterion ∆ of
the best fitting between
a partition C of a set Ω of objects w in K classes and
the way to represent the classes {C1,…,Ck ,…,CK} ∈C

Δ(Cˆ ,Gˆ ) = Min{Δ(C,G ) | C ∈ CK ,G ∈ GK }
where : CK is the set of partitions of Ω in K classes and GK is the set of the
elements representing the K clusters of the partition CK.
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Curve data stream and ANALYSIS
Considering curve streams data in a sliding window of length T,
A curve stream y can formally
be written as a T-dimensional vector y = (y1, . . . , yT )
The core of the methodologyfor each sliding window consists in optimizing the following
criterion:

Where

are weights and

is the distance function.

The system of G = {g1, . . . , gC} of class prototype are computed by optimizing an adequacy
criterion:

that leads to a free-knot spline estimators of the representative curve prototype.
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The Function prototype and the optimized criterion
Let

ξc ,

c

C a vector of knots , the aim is to obtain for each cluster a function

gc (ξ c ) ∈ SH ,M (ξ c )
The space of polynomial of order H ≥ 1 with M free knot

φ (yi ,gc ) = ∑δ 2 (yi , gc ) = ∑ yi − B( ξ c )αlc
i∈Pc

∑
min
ξ α
(

c

c
l )

,

2

i∈Pc

y − B( ξ )α
i

c

i∈Pc

c
l

This is a nonlinear minimization
problem, being the function
prototype dependent from the
knots not linearly

2

where B is the matrix of B-splines basis function of order H with a sequence of knots ξ ∈ R
c

M
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How we solve this problem? Firstly….

Jupp transformation of knots vector

ς c = J ( ξ c ) = lo g
ξ 0c = a

ξ mc + 1 − ξ mc
ξ Mc + 1 − ξ 0c

ξ Mc + 1 = b ,

B J xH + M ( ζ )
c

,

ξ

c
m

m = 1, K , M

T = [a, b]
< ξ mc + 1

The problem become….

∑δ

φ (y i , g c ) =
gc

c

i∈ Pc

ςˆ ,αˆ )
⎯ (⎯
⎯→

gˆ c = B ( ς )α
fixed

( y i , g c ) α c ,ς c =
l

c

c

for

2

m in ς c ,α c

c
l

∑

i∈ Pc

∑

i∈ Pc

y i − B ( ς c )α lc

y i − B ( ς c )α lc

2

2

optimal

ς

c

α lc = {B ( ς c ) T B ( ς c )} B ( ς c )y
−1
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gc → min ς

c

∑y
i P

i

∈

− B( ς c ){ B( ς c )T B( ς c )} B( ς c )y
−1

2

c

The algorithm to solve this problem is a modified version of Gervini Algorithm. It
produces a sequences of knot vectors and a relative function which is optimum, in
the sense of mean square error, more precisely It is such to minimize the
Generalized Cross Validation Criteria (GCV).

In this way we estimate the ‘protoypal function’ according to the ‘best set of knots’.
H

g*k (α k ,τ k ) = ∑ Bl ,r ,τ k (τ k* )α k*
l =1
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Dataset for each sliding window
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Allocation Step

AllocationFunction
Function
Allocation
ÆPPc
aa(G)=P
(G
G)=P
P
aa:
: GGc cÆ
c
i ∈ Ω | δ(yi i,g )< δ(yi i,g )} (for c≠c’)
with
C
=
{f
i
c δ(y ,gc’c’)} (for c≠c’)
with Ckk= {f ∈ Ω | δ(y ,gc)<
H +M
⎛
⎞
δ y ,gc = ∑⎜ yi − ∑ B (ς c )αl c ⎟
j =1 ⎝
l =1
⎠

(

i

)

Ji

2

curve

Function prototype
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Cluster Characterization
According the dynamical clustering procedure for each cluster we can characterize each
cluster for sliding window:

yi = B( ς c3 )αl + ε i

Prototypal functions

yi = B( ς c1 )αl + ε i

yi = B( ς c2 )αl + ε i
c3

c1
c2

ς

ςc

c1

ςc

3

2

Bestset
setofofknots
knotsfor
foreach
eachcluster
cluster
Best
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Cluster Characterization
Microprototypal functions are bound of variability obtained considering the
maximum and minimum values of the functions in the cluster.

•It is able to monitor the variability of each cluster in different sliding window;
According to the Functional form characteristic of each cluster we can transform
each curve inside the cluster according to the following function

xi = B( ς c )α l
WDSA 2007
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Cluster Characterization

Within variability

Prototypal function
Total variability

Quality partition index
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Case study: Streaming curve data, propagation of sea waves
Since the detection of slope change point depends from the breaker type, several structure
are considered. Expecially a nonlinear boundary-layer theory shows that strong streaming
is possible for small viscosity.
As stayed before a multysensor system reveals the rupture of each sea waves on the
several breakwaters. In this context, the data produced by sensors, assume the form of
flows of curves evolving continuously over time so they constitute a suitable platform to
evaluate our methodology. They consist of 10000 streaming curves of size 100 from
several multysensor system located on different place.

The novel future of our strategy is that it furnishes, classes of streaming curves
with a set representative prototype of each cluster able to provide an helpful data
summary .
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Main results
This is an outcome from a sliding window, the 7 prototype summarizes the change of the
cluster structure, since the prototype differently from the other clustering algorithm
represents the best model representing the clusters.
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Main results
….for several sliding window …..
We have:

Best set of knots for each cluster:
a)(2.4619 2.7002 3.26 3.2611) b) (3.3999 3.4309)
c)(2.6953 2.776 3.1741 3.2056) d) (2.3565 2.5427
3.2446 3.6031) e) (2.5485 3.2682 3.4521) f) (2.2949
2.3706 3.0578 3.6079 3.7615) g) (2.7067 3.3358
3.3962 3.5098)

Best set of knots for each cluster:
a)(4.7806 4.8514 5.266 5.3072) b)(4.6466
4.8937 5.1948) c) (4.7959 5.1706 5.2713 5.6391)
d) (4.6969 5.2885 5.7828) e) (4.4585 4.7816
5.5609 5.6963) f) (4.6139 5.1081 5.5685)
g)(4.4394 4.9362)

Best set of knots for each cluster:
a)(6.8749 7.3083 7.3497) b) (7.282 7.3457)
c)(6.1601 6.6309 6.8592 6.9512 7.5039) d) (6.2921
6.3874 6.9486 7.6192 7.652) e) (6.2899 6.5799
7.2933 7.5288) f) (6.385 7.3463 7.3472) g) (6.5999
6.612 6.636 7.1053)
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Conclusions

The proposed techniques seems capable to face the problem of extraction knowledge
for curve datastream.
It exhibits superior performance in the perspective to catch meaningful characteristic
of the cluster structure without considering the elements of the clusters but only the
representative elements.

Perspectives
In the next step, it will be naturally interesting to compare our proposal with the
existing techniques that have the main aim to extract information.
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